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StoneWrap
Stone Cladding
See our StoneWrap video on
www.killeshalprecast.co.uk or
www.killeshal.com

KPC are pleased to offer StoneWrap, one of the most innovative and increasingly popular cladding/ veneer
systems in Europe.
Stonewrap Manufactured Stone has several advantages over natural stone, it is lighter and easier to work
with than natural stone and it comes in a wide range of finishes and colours to suit any location, interior
or exterior. We have a number of different stone ranges for internal and external applications.
Stone is a beautiful material, and so much a natural part
of our environment that it never looks out of place.
But while stone can be expensive and difficult to work
with, StoneWrap manufactured stone is not.
Now you will be amazed at how easy it is to add the
beauty, elegance and durability of stone to your property
with Stonewrap Cladding from KPC.

We have Stone Wrap in a style and colour to suit
every requirement.
If you’re unsure about how best to match the right
style and colour for your requirements just call our
experienced staff and they will be happy to advise.
Stonewrap Manufactured Stone, from KPC is a fantastic product that combines
the best qualities of a modern easy to use material with those sought-after
qualities of natural stone.
StoneWrap is pre-formed into shapes, including corner pieces, that are easy to
work with, requiring little or no alteration before fitting in place and its
lightweight nature means it can be added to existing buildings without the
need for additional support or enhancement to foundations.
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